On 11 Sept 2001, astounding events unfolded in the USA – including the complete destruction of World Trade Centre Towers 1, 2 and 7. These events changed the world – changed all our lives. Yet, it was years later that an official investigation was launched. All mainstream media sources generally take a view that those official investigations were adequate - and no one should have cause to seriously question them. However, the pictures on the left show that WTC 1 (like WTC 2) did not “burn up”, nor did it “slam down” – it was turned into dust in mid air – leaving almost nothing of the building itself.

Dr Judy Wood, a former Professor at Clemson University, USA, with degrees in Civil Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Materials Engineering Science, will present rarely seen graphic evidence which proves what really happened to those enormous structures. Her detailed scientific study exposes a challenging conclusion which most people have never had a chance to see, hear and evaluate. Dr Wood is the only person to submit elements of her forensic study in a US Federal court case in 2007, news of which was censored.

If you want to know more, please bring as many people as you can to this unique event – and study the evidence.

www.wheredidthetowersgo.com
www.drjudywood.com

Dr Judy Wood
Where Did The Towers Go?

Sat 29th October - Doors Open 7pm
Brighthelm Church And Community Centre
North Road, Brighton, East Sussex BN1 1YD
http://brighthelm.org.uk/

Only 2 or 3 minutes walk from Brighton Train Station.
Admission by Suggested Donation of £5. Seating limited to approx 100
http://g.co/maps/3vw5c

For further information contact Jake on info@hollowmoon.co.uk, Tel 07983057161